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The Romans built one of the largest empires in the world 
and certainly one covering the largest part of our conti-
nent. Its origins date back to a city in central Italy. The 
legend has it that it was founded by two brothers in 753 
BC. One brother, Romulus, killed the other one, Remus, 
since the latter ignored the pomerium or a sacred line 
ploughed in order to determine the boundary around the 
city. Romulus, the remaining brother settled the city with 
all kinds of social outcasts who had captured the Sabine 
women. After the war between the Romans and Sabines 
had ended due to the intervention of the women, the 
two peoples united and Romulus shared power with Ti-
tus Tatius. This way, from its very legendary beginnings, 
the Roman society has consisted of people of various 
ethnic and cultural backgrounds. Throughout the most 
of its history, however, it maintained the elite character 
of Roman citizenship.

As Rome´s expansion progressed, more and more ter-
ritories along with Rome’s populations became depend-
ent on the city. Some of them, usually after a difficult 
struggle, managed to become Roman citizens. During the 
imperial period, when the term limes (a “border”) of the 
Imperium Romanum was established, marked the final 
stages of expansion.

The research on the meaning of the Roman limes, and 
a consequent definition of the borders of the Imperium 
Romanum, has a very long tradition dating back to the 
beginnings of the modern researchers’ interest in Ro-
mans. In the 19th century Theodor Mommsen defined 
limes as a line of permanent fortifications or formal mili-
tary or administrative organisation1, which took a form 
of a completed border.2 This interpretation, although not 
accepted without reservations, was the most influential 
viewpoint of its time and dominated the research in this 
field during the first half of the 20th century. 

The main result of later studies is mostly a rejection of 
the linear and strictly defensive character of that border 
with a clearly defined route and all necessary facilities 
such as forts, strongholds and watchtowers, as well as 

1  Mommsen 1926: 456–464.
2  Fabricius 1926: 572–575.

the attempt to understand the way the term was per-
ceived by the Romans.

In the first three centuries AD, when the term “limes” 
appeared in the sources, it signified a borderland of the 
Empire and as such did not have to contain any military 
structures or even be limited by a natural barrier. From 
the 4th century AD it meant lands near the border man-
aged and controlled by a dux. Its meaning was admin-
istrative and not connected to military constructions 
which could exist on a given territory. These lands were 
connected by a system of roads which facilitated com-
munication and, if necessary, military intervention. The 
roads led not only through Roman dominions but also 
entered barbarian territories. They were protected by 
organized posts employing not only Roman soldiers, but 
also people from areas allied with the Empire at a given 
time. It is worth noting, however, that Roman sources 
never refer to the most linear of the empire´s defensive 
constructions, Hadrian’s wall, as a limes.3

The nature of limes as well as border in general de-
pended on local conditions. They could be made up of 
natural barriers such as rivers, mountains or the sea, or 
the barriers could be intentionally constructed. In Eu-
rope, Asia or Africa, limes could also constitute areas 
deep inside the barbaricum, where Roman soldiers were 
often stationed. In more Romanized areas a system of 
more linear fortifications was built.4 Soldiers were sta-
tioned there, however, and the area of its activity cov-
ered even relatively distant territories on both sides of 
the border.5

Importantly Limes also constituted the border be-
tween the sacred and the profane and, with its fortifica-
tions and soldiers, it belonged to the latter. This way it 
had the nature of an elusive and a very fluid zone or a 
frontier of orbis Romano. The Romans, however, never 
established the range of their influence or the limit of 
their territorial ambitions, which could theoretically 
overlap orbis terrarum. Limes was only a conventional 
strategic border determining the lands on which the 

3  Isaac 1988: 126–138.
4  Napoli 1997.
5  Visy 2002.
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Roman law was obeyed and whose population, at least 
theoretically, enjoyed Pax Romana. Milestones only di-
vided provinces inside the Empire. The outside world re-
mained open and that is why it was often, also militarily, 
penetrated by the Romans.6

Moreover, the situation of the people living inside and 
outside of the Empire changed throughout the centuries. 
A huge breakthrough occurred as a result of a political 
decision which contributed to forming the nature of late 
Antiquity.

The law, called constitutio Antoniniana, established 
in 212 AD by Caracalla, immediately and irrevocably 
changed the entirety of social relations. With just one 
act, Roman citizenship, until then prestigious, was spread 
to almost all inhabitants of the empire.

According to modern historians, the reasons why that 
edict was edited created and later implemented oscillate 
between three possibilities. In his now classic interpreta-
tion, Michael Rostovtzeff, explaining the reasons for cre-
ating constitutio Antoniniana, focused on the increase 
in tax income as well as broadening the group of people 
who could be called to pay their duties in municipal litur-
gies and thus weakening the higher classes of the society 
which were hostile towards the policies of the Severans.7 
Some researchers also point to the necessity of the edict 
to unify Roman law throughout the entire area of the 
Empire. That is what role Caracalla’s edict was meant to 
play.8 Expanding the citizenship also had its propagandist 
dimension. The emperor wanted to become more popu-
lar, especially among the lower classes of the society9.

The act also contained clauses pointing to the dediticii 
(groups that had surrendered) as ones excluded from the 
community of Roman citizens. The aim of this measure 
was probably to provide for the diversity of auxiliary forc-
es, which were being increasingly dominated by Roman 
citizens, and thus to keep their different ways of fighting 
and weaponry. One can thus agree with the statement 
that the warriors, who clearly differed and freely em-
phasized their otherness, did not have Roman citizen-
ship and thus were outside the regular military system 
of the Empire. Additionally, they possessed a legal sta-
tus of dediticii, secured by constitutio Antoniniana. They 
were also directly connected with the Severan Dynasty 
through the deditio act or they belonged to formerly 
dominated populations, characterised by a low level of 
Romanisation.10

In his edict, Caracalla, excluded certain groups of per-
egrini from among the population of Roman citizens, 
with a legal tool of deditio, and thus provided a possibil-
ity for further recruitment of ethnic groups characterised 

  6  Trousset 1993.
  7  Rostovtzeff 1957: 415–432.
  8  Talamanca 1971: 451–460; Jacques and Scheid 2008: 371–372.
  9  Potter 2004: 138–139.
10  More on this proposition and the act analysis in Rocco 2012: 29–

52.

by their unique style of warfare. In this way, he could 
grant, if it proved necessary and desirable, people of dif-
ferent ethnicity and culture the possibility to enter the 
Roman world.

Further changes took place in the following decades 
of the 3rd century, when the situation on the borders be-
gan to change and Barbarians, and Germans , organised 
more and more daring raids into the Empire. Their aim at 
that moment was, above all, to acquire spoils. It forced 
the Romans to adopt a politics based mostly on diploma-
cy. In order to maintain freedom of military actions they 
created a certain buffer zone where they tried to win 
over some of the barbarian leaders. The privileged ones 
were given presents, archeologically noticeable, which 
could be compared to foreign aid. In return, the Romans 
could influence relations between groups or collect nec-
essary information through a highly-developed network 
of spies. Thanks to this area of influence they could also 
reinforce their army with barbarian recruits and obtain 
supplies to sustain garrisons stationed in border prov-
inces. To summarise, a buffer zone, formally remaining 
outside of the Empire, was nevertheless included in the 
Roman military and economic system. Barbarians them-
selves, however, were not merely passive executors of 
the Roman will. They enjoyed autonomy and often stood 
in the way of the Roman plans by realising their own 
strategies11.

Some of the so called Roman imports were probably 
diplomatic gifts or a kind of payment for barbarian chiefs 
for their military service. However, some of them could 
well be spoils plundered during successful raids on the 
territory of the Empire. From the point of view of arche-
ology, identifying their origins is very difficult or even 
impossible. There is, however, a third way that such “im-
ports” could enter the barbaricum territory. In the 4th c. 
the German warriors constituted a significant component 
of the Roman army.12 Elements of Roman military belts 
have been found in numerous 4th and 5th century graves 
discovered east of the Rhine. While the belts may have 
been brought there by the German warriors after com-
pleting military service in the Roman army, a few work-
shops producing such equipment have been discovered, 
along with casting moulds, on the barbaricum territory. 
What is more, some of them were found in women’s 
graves, which suggests that they did not necessarily 
have to be connected to the Roman gear. Roman craft 
and culture influenced German communities not just in 
terms of “fashion”, but also in the way of decoration of 
numerous objects and one can venture a claim that in 
this respect border areas of the Imperium Romanum as 
well the areas outside of its borders did not demonstrate 
significant differences.13

11  Heather 2001.
12  Waas 1965.
13  Brather 2005: 151–154
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During Late Antiquity the terms “Roman” and “Ger-
man”, and to be precise their juxtaposition only made 
sense from the legal point of view14. In other words, a 
barbarian was a person who remained outside of Ro-
man legislation. In literature of the time descriptions of 
Barbarians obeying the law or unable to do that owing 
to their wildness, are mentioned.15 Thus, from the legal 
point of view being a Roman rather than belonging to a 
specific ethnic group, required obedience to the laws, 
disposing of undesirable “barbarian attributes”16, beat-
ing swords into ploughshares and working on keeping 
Pax Romana and, if necessary, defending it militarily. The 
Romans, on the other hand, did not bar anybody from 
accessing their culture and its rights as well as privileges 
and duties connected to them17. Of course, legal solu-
tions did not exclude other factors enabling the identifi-
cation of an individual or even a group, such as origins, 
spoken language, appearance or even behavior.18

As early as the 4th c. one of the institutions in which 
the integration process – while preserving specific ethnic 
traits of individuals and societies – was the most suc-
cessful was the army. Army units were recruited among 
different populations found inside Imperium Romanum 
from the times of Augustus onwards. Their titles were, 
however, more general and they suggest geographical 
origins of the auxiliary forces (e.g., Gallorum, Mauri). 
Obviously, the ethnic composition of these units changed 
over time and could eventually differ significantly from 
the original one19.

“Ethnic” troops were often used in Late Antiquity as 
well. Such support was eagerly employed during civil 
wars. In 312 Constantine the Great incorporated Ger-
mans and Celts into his army20 and in 351 Magnentius 
used Franks and Saxon troops.21 Moreover, written sourc-

14  Brather 2005: 170.
15  E.g. Pan. Lat., VIII, 21, 1: “and the Franks, admitted to our laws”; 

Eng. trans. Nixon and Rodgers 1994; Oros. VII, 43, 6: “the Goths 
were completely unable to obey the law”; Eng. trans. Fear 2010.

16  See Dauge 1981: 468–481.
17  Rocco 2011: 253–258.
18  On identification and self-identification, see, e.g., Halsall 2007: 

35–62.
19  More on the topic: Chessman 1914; Holder 1980; Haynes 2013.
20  Zos. II, 15.
21  Iul., Or., I, 34D.

es22 confirm the existence of additional large numbers of 
units with ethnic titles.

During Late Antiquity more precise terms such as 
Tzanni23 or Heruli24 appear in unit titles. There is a con-
sensus that these ethnonyms reflect the ethnic com-
position of the military units, or at least did so at the 
moment of their formation. Defeated populations, pursu-
ant to foedus25, were obliged to provide recruits or en-
tire troops and as such could preserve their tactics and 
weaponry, which could enable them to gain advantage in 
the battlefield. This suggests that also in this case ethnic 
categorisation had mostly a practical dimension26. Nev-
ertheless, it should be emphasized that with progressing 
standardisation of weaponry in the Roman army and a 
mutual influence of different groups even that lost sense.

To summarise the theoretical deliberations dealt with 
above, Romans created one of the largest empires inhab-
ited by disparate populations of different ethnicities and 
cultures. It spread over three continents and it would 
eventually occupy the area of more than fifty modern 
countries. This number would even be larger if we con-
sidered its area of influence, yet, it was not encircled by a 
line of fortifications fencing it off the outside world. What 
is more, in Late Antiquity, when the citizenship was no 
longer exclusive, masses of people who were treated as 
Romans and whose ethnicity was of minor importance, 
found their place there. One dimension of the present 
deliberations, granted they are applicable, would be that 
the Romans created the largest sacred area, guarded by 
limes, in known to European culture and they did not 
ban anybody who was desirable and eager to obey the 
binding laws from entering it. What is more, ethnic and 
cultural diversity was in some cases necessary. That is 
why the integration process or the lack of it, which took 
place mostly at the outskirts of the Roman world and 
which concerned a lot of different populations, require 
further research and a lot of questions can be answered 
mainly by archaeology.27

22  Especially Notitia Dignitatum.
23  Not. Occ., VIII, 17, 49.
24  Not. Occ., V, 18, 162; VII, 13.
25  More on the topic: Heather 1997; Stickler 2007.
26  Rocco 2011: 259–266.
27  The research was financed from the means of the National Science 

Center granted as part of the post-doc grant financing, decision 
number DEC-2015/16/S/HS3/00240.
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